Abstract. Equational presentations with ordered sorts encompass partially de ned functions and subtyping information in an algebraic framework. In this work we address the problem of computing in order-sorted algebras, with very few restrictions on the allowed presentations. We adopt an algebraic framework where equational, membership and existence formulas can be expressed. A complete deduction calculus is provided to incorporate the interaction between all these formulas. The notion of decorated terms is proposed to memorize local sort information, dynamically changed by a rewriting process. A completion procedure for equational presentations with ordered sorts computes a set of rewrite rules with which not only equational theorems of the form (t = t 0 ), but also typing theorems of the form (t : A), can be proven.
Introduction
The last decades have seen the emergence of many frameworks integrating the notions of sort, subsort, equality and polymorphism ( Obe62, SS87, SNGM89, GM92]). These works assume statements of the form A B (sort inclusion) and f : A; B ! C (operator declaration), to be parsing-oriented declarations.
They are used to de ne well-formed terms and are not directly encompassed in the deduction process. This results in various problems to get a Birkho -like completeness theorem or to decide local con uence JKKM92, Wal92] , which leads to additional assumptions on the presentations. In such frameworks, completion procedures for order-sorted algebraic speci cations have already been designed GKK90, Gan89, Wal92, Com92] .
We propose an algebraic framework based on rewriting techniques to perform complete deductions, with as few restrictions as possible on the presentations. The deduction process incorporates interaction between equalities (t = t 0 ) and term declarations (t : A) (also called membership formulas). In such a framework, one can for example write (i i : R) to state that the square of the complex number i is a real number, and terms like pop(pop(push(a; push(a; P)))) will evaluate in a natural way to P without the help of retracts GM92]. But this generality leads to undecidability of typing and therefore of matching and uni cation. However, using an extended term structure, that includes dynamic sort information in each term node, speci c uni cation and matching algorithms can be designed and proved decidable. This allows for a completeness result of rewriting and a generalization of the well-known completion procedure KB70] . Doing so of course, all the underlying undecidability problems are pushed at the completion level.
The completion process proposed here is based on the hypothesis that the axiomatization is modularized in three parts: (i) equalities (t = t 0 ), (ii) term declarations (t : A) and (iii) sort inclusions (A B). (i) and (ii) are handled via rewriting rules and are thus modi ed and enriched during completion. On the contrary, (iii) is stable during the whole completion. In particular, matchers and uni ers are computed using as usual the term structure but also the sort information given in decorations and in the xed sort structure. Since matching and uni cation use only the sort information available in the decorated term at uni cation or matching time, they are correct but non complete in general. In order to get completeness for the critical pairs computation involved into completion, it is necessary that the sort information given in part (iii) contains enough information to have the following property, called sort inheritance: if a term t can be proven in the presentation to be of sorts A and B, then there must exist a sort C with C A and C B. Sort inheritance is in general undecidable.
The completion process is performed assuming sort inheritance, which is necessary for the completeness of the critical pairs computation. When a fair completion does not fail, the resulting set of rewrite rules provides a way to prove not only equational theorems of the form (t = t 0 ) but also typing theorems (t : A). We then present a test to detect cases where sort inheritance is not satis ed.
The paper is organized in the following way. The algebraic framework is stated in Section 2, then in Section 3, decorated terms are introduced, with corresponding matching and uni cation. Based on this matching, rewriting with decorated and decoration rewrite rules is de ned. A completeness theorem states the equivalence of replacement of equal by equal on decorated terms with deduction in G-algebra. Section 4 describes the completion process and shows how the completed presentation allows proving equational or typing theorems. Section 5 provides a test for detecting non sort inheritance. An example is given in Section 6. In the conclusion, our approach is brie y compared with other related works. The full version of this paper HKK93] includes all proofs, examples and extended discussions of the concepts introduced here.
G-Algebra
A main feature of G-algebra is that term declarations, usually seen as part of the (static) signature in classical approaches, become formulas and are involved in proofs at the same level as equalities.
Our notations are consistent with SNGM89, DJ90]. A signature is a pair of a set of sort symbols S and a set of function symbols F. The set of terms T ( ; X) is de ned as in the unsorted case, but each variable x 2 X belongs to a unique sort, say A, denoted by sort(x). This is written x :: A. Var(t) denotes the set of variables of a term t, NVOcc(t) the set of all non-variable positions.
We write t u] ! when u is a subterm of t at position ! (or t j! = u). All formulas in G-algebra are implicitly closed by universal quanti cation. There are existence formulas (EX t), membership formulas (t : A), variable declarations (x :: A) and equalities (t = t 0 ), where A 2 S and t; t 0 2 T ( ; X).
Presentations P are sets of formulas. A pair (signature; presentation) is called speci cation. S always contains the universal sort symbol . A -algebra A is given by a domain jAj and interpretations for each symbol in S and F: each A 2 S is interpreted as a non-empty set A A , A as jAj, and each f 2 F as a partial function f A : jAj arity(f) ! jAj. A model of P is a -algebra that satis es all formulas in P. Homomorphisms are identical to those of SNGM89].
In M eg90], the existence of free and initial models is proven, together with soundness and completeness of the following set of deduction rules: EX t`t : t : A`EX t t = t 0`E X t x :: A`x : A EX t u]`EX u EX t`t = t t : A` (t) : A EX t`EX (t) t = t 0` (t) = (t 0 ) t u] : A; u = v`t v] : A EX t u]; u = v`EX t v] t u] = w; u = v`t v] = w The involved substitutions are supposed to be conform with the current presentation, i.e. (x 7 ! t) 2 and (x :: A) 2 P implies P`(t : A). Let Th(P) denote the set of formulas that can be derived from P. De nition1. Let De nition2. A speci cation ( ; P) is sort inheriting (SI) if for any term t 2 T ( ; X) : 8A; B 2 S with P`t : A; t : B, there exists C 2 S with C syn S A; B.
We assume in the following that (1) all sorts are non-empty, (2) syn S does not contain cycles, (3) the speci cation has bounded membership, i.e. fA j P`t : Ag is nite for all t 2 T ( ; X), (4) the set mlb(S) of maximal elements of the set of lower bounds of any subset of sorts S S is computable and (5) the presentation is SI. Emptyness of sorts is undecidable, but can be enforced by a decidable syntactical non-emptiness condition. In signatures with nite S, (2) is decidable, (3) is trivial and (4) 
Terms and Substitutions
Given a signature = (S; F) with an extended sort structure (S ; syn S ), a Ssorted variable set X and a set of set-variables V disjoint from X , we de ne decorated terms. . The SI property is adapted to decorated terms. Since it will be rst proved on a speci c subset of terms and further extended to all valid terms, its de nition is given relatively to a subset of decorated terms T VT d . A speci cation ((S; F); P) is T -SI, if: 8t :T 2 T : A; B 2 T ) (9C 2 S : C syn S A; B):
Decorated substitutions are a subset of the classical well-de ned order-sorted substitutions. We restrict the used membership theory to the information already existing in the term nodes, modulo a SI closure that computes minimal sorts and performs transitive closure on them w.r.t. syn S . More formally:
De nition4. Let for each equality (p = q) in P E P Theorem 8. HKK93] Let t; t 0 be two terms, P be a -presentation, with a set D of decoration rewrite rules associated to P and the set E of equational axioms.
Let A be a sort and U be a set of sorts. Then:
(P`t = t 0 ) , 9t 0 ; A s:t: 
Completion
Our purpose is now to design a completion process that provides, whenever ( ; P) is SI , syn S = sem S , and all equalities are orientable, a saturated decorated presentation P 1 such that Th(P) = Th(P 1 ) and any formula 2 Th(P 1 ) has a rewrite proof. Our notations are consistent with Bac91].
The rewrite rule version of the typing process has been designed for expressing the critical interactions between membership declarations and rewrite rules in a convenient way. Since the rst are now encoded into the decoration rewrite system D, we can use new critical pairs (CP for short). The main di erence with the classical de nitions is once more partiality. Let The completion procedure is expressed with the set OSC of rules given in Figure 1 , that transforms decorated presentations: P 0`OSC : : :`O SC P k : : :.
Assuming a fairness hypothesis, the resulting decorated presentation, given by (D 1 ; E 1 ; R 1 ) where E 1 = ;, satis es the following properties:
Church-Rosser property: P 0`( t = t 0 ) ) 9t 00 ; A; S 00 : t Proposition10. HKK93] The transition rules in OSC are sound w.r.t. deduction in G-algebra. In other words, if the completion starts with (D P ; E P ; ;) and P`O SC P 0 , then Th(P) = Th(P 0 ).
The fairness hypothesis can be de ned as in Bac91] and states that any proof reducible by the proof reduction =) is eventually reduced. Once more the notion is relative to T . Let us de ne: ) nd : C) in the case of Detect and (x : B) when Extend applies, since these are conservative extensions of the initial presentation P 0 . Consequently, the completion does not really fail but has to be restarted. A similar result for at, non-linear term declarations can be found in HKK93]. Further extension for non-linear arbitrary term declarations need a di erent proof reduction HKK93].
An Example
The speci cation in the rst column below, in an OBJ-like syntax, presents a very simple rewrite system that, in the standard framework, has no critical pair but is not locally con uent SNGM89]. Translation into G-algebra leads to the second column: 
Conclusion
Completion procedures for order-sorted algebraic speci cations have already been proposed, but either fail by non-sort decreasingness or do not handle term declarations and semantic sorts. The completion using \syntactical sorts" GKK90] is subsumed by our completion. The tree automata approach of Com92] does not subsume the present one, i.e. there are presentations where our method succeeds but not the other one. Related approaches are the signature extension method ( CH91]), the T-contact method ( Wer93] Mos89] or the work on many-sorted algebras with semantic sorts and sort operations Mei92], but no sort-ordering, are yet to be studied.
The rst contribution of this work is thus to give an operational semantics for G-algebra and equational deduction in an order-sorted framework, with dynamically computed sorts interacting with equalities. The second interest of our approach is to formalize the notion of decorations. The decorated terms appear to be quite adequate to deal with membership declarations coming either from variable declarations, term declarations or from operator functionalities. The third contribution is to provide a relation with the notion of deduction with constraints KKR90]: the notion of decorated terms should provide an alternative for the approach in Com92], while keeping the interesting notion of sorts as constraints. A promising direction for further research is to extend the computations on decorated terms to a more powerful language on decorations, as in MSS90], where operations on sorts can be speci ed.
